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Abstract. With the development of Internet, widely kind of web data have been
applied in influenza surveillance and epidemic early warning. However there
were less works focusing on the estimation of geospatial distribution of
influenza. In order to evaluate the potential power of news comments for
geospatial distribution estimation, we choose the H1N1 pandemic in the
mainland of China in 2009 as case. After collecting 75878 comments of H1N1
related news from www.sina.com(a famous news site in the mainland of China),
we compared the geospatial distribution of comments against surveillance data.
The result shows that the comments data share a similar geospatial distribution
with the epidemic data(a correlation of 0.848 p<0.01), especially with a larger
data volume(a correlation of 0.902 p<0.01). It suggests that extracting geospatial
distribution from comments data for estimation could be an important
supplementary method when the surveillance data are incomplete and unreliable.
Keywords: H1N1, infectious diseases, surveillance, geospatial analysis, open
source information.

1 Introduction
The prevalence of internet and the threat of emerging infectious disease have driven
growing interest in web-based public health surveillance[1, 2]. There are already lots
of attempts and applications using different web data sources such as search engine
logs[3, 4], news[5], blogs[6, 7], micro-blog[8, 9], wiki[10] and so on. Unfortunately
considerable part of the existing works ignored the geographic information contained
in the web data and focused on the analysis the temporal dynamic of influenza[11].
The geospatial distribution of infectious diseases is critically important for disease
monitoring and control. Although geographic information system (GIS) has already
been widely used on visualization and analysis for both epidemic data and web data
[12-17], there were little work about evaluating the correlation of web data against
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epidemic data. The uncertain of the correlation weaken the significance of GIS based
on web data. In another word, quantitative the correlation of geospatial distribution of
web data against epidemic data is the first step for geospatial distribution estimation,
and is crucial for the GIS of public health surveillance based on web data.
Fortunately, the development of open source information provides us increasing
amount of data with geographic information, which enable us analyze those data from
a spatial perspective. News comment is an example of web data with geographic
information. The available of geographical information enable us study news comments from a spatial perspective. One of the advantages of news comments is that
news comments are straightforward to retrieve. Compared to other web data such as
blog and query logs the news comments are more relevant to certain topic, which
means we do not have to apply nature language processing technology for data filtering. When big event happens, the news site will offer a special report containing all
related news, which will serve as comments aggregator. In another word, the web
sites have done the classification and clustering of comments before we retrieve them.
In this paper, we collected comments from www.sina.com and compared the geospatial distribution of news comments against the epidemic data of H1N1 outbreaks in
the mainland of China in 2009. The result shows a high positive correlation, which
revealed the potential power of news comments for geospatial distribution estimation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
epidemiological data, comments data and the analysis method used in our study respectively. In Section 3 we show the result of our geospatial correlation analysis.
Based on the result we discuss the possible usages and further work in Section 4. At
last we present a conclusion of this paper in Section 5.

，

2 Data and Methods
2.1 Epidemic Data
We chose the H1N1 influenza outbreak in the mainland of China in 2009 as case to
evaluate the correlation of the geospatial distribution of comments data against epidemic data. The epidemic data used in our study is constituted by two parts. One
dataset is obtained through an authority website, which serves 31 province-level regions in the mainland of China (we refer that dataset as CH-ED). The other dataset
came from the Beijing Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), which contains the number of reported H1N1 cases in Beijing over 15 geographic divisions
(referred as BJ-ED). There are 14 districts and 2 countries in Beijing. For the consideration of reducing the space size difference among regions, we merged Dongcheng
District and Xicheng District as city center region in this study.
The CH-ED covers the period from May 11, 2009 to July 9, 2009, and the BJ-ED
covers the period from May 16, 2009 to October 18, 2009. Figure 1 show the series
plots of the two datasets. Figure 1 (a) is for CH-ED and Figure 1 (b) is for BJ-ED.
There is another part of data after October 18, 2009 from CDC, which was estimated
based on sample survey. We do not use that part of data with the consideration for
accuracy.
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Fig. 1. Time series plots of number of H1N1 cases, (a) is the reported case number in the
mainland of China covering the period from May 11, 2009 to July 9, 2009; (b) is the reported
case number in Beijing from May 16, 2009 to October 18, 2009

2.2 Comments Data
We obtained comments dataset from www.sina.com (referred as SINA-CD).
www.sina.com is a famous news service offering a full array of Chinese-language news.
A special report is a universal entrance for all news related to certain topic in a site,
which means we can retrieve all comments of one topic by traversal. The special report
for H1N1 is available at http://news.sina.com.cn/z/zhuliugan/index.shtml. We developed a customized crawler for collecting data. After removing duplicated data, there are
75878 comments covering the period from May 27, 2009 to August 11, 2010. Figure 2
shows the time series plot of SINA-CD. Each record in comment dataset contains the
following elements: Comment ID, Post time, News title, News URL, Content and Location. Prior to analyze the data, we normalized the comments for duplication. The
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comments ID were checked and those records whose id has already appeared were
removed. The post time was used for time series plot. After a simple analysis of the
comments number at different time interval on a day, we found that users like to replay
news in morning. The maximum value appears in the period between 9 am and 10 am
and the minimum value appears in 3 am and 4 am. In this study we mainly explore the
location information. Other elements such as the content can be used for further study.
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Fig. 2. Time series plots of number of H1N1 related news comments from www.sina.com
covering period is from May 27, 2009 to August 11, 2010

The form of location information in comments dataset is string. For most comments
the geographical accuracy is in prefecture-level, however for some comments from
Beijing, the geographical accuracy is in country-level. We count the comments number
in different geographical level by string matching. In particular, we get the comments
number for 31 province-level regions in the mainland of China and the comments number for 14 districts and 2 countries in Beijing. After adding the comments number in
Dongcheng District and Xicheng District together as comments number in city center
region, we get comments number for 15 geographic divisions in Beijing.
2.3 Correlation Analysis
Two geospatial correlation analysis were performed in different geographical levels.
We chose the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient to measure the difference between
comments and epidemic data in both analyses. In particular, we computed the correlation value of daily counts of comments in SINA-CD against influenza surveillance data
in CH-ED and BJ-ED respectively. We defined P < 0.01 as statistically significant.
After the correlation analyses, several geospatial distribution plots were generated for
visual comparison on geospatial patterns of comment data and epidemic data.
The comparison between CH-ED and SINA-CD were referred as SP-C1. This
analysis is performed in province-level for the reason that the CH-ED is in
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province-level. Although the SINA-CD can reach to prefecture-level, we cannot perform further analyses unless the epidemic data with higher accuracy is available.
The comparison between BJ-ED and SINA-CD were referred as SP-C2. This
analysis is performed in prefecture-level. In this case the geographical accuracy of
BJ-ED is higher than SINA-CD, which means if we could get comments data in
township-level, a more detailed comparison is available. For the inconsistent of data
period, we align both start date and end date to the earlier one respectively, which
means for SP-C1 the data period is form May 11, 2009 to July 9, 2009, for SP-C2 the
data period is form May 16, 2009 to October 18, 2009.

3 Result
3.1 SP-C1: Spatial Correlation of CH-ED against SINA-CD
Figure 3 depicts the geospatial distribution of the number of reported H1N1 case
before July 19, 2009 and the number of comments of H1N1 news from

Fig. 3. A comparison of the number of reported H1N1 cases before July 19, 2009 against the
number of comments that reply to H1N1 news from www.sina.com. A correlation of 0.848
(p<0.01) was obtained over 31 province-level regions.
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www.sina.com, which shows that the two datasets have a similar geospatial distribution. From a qualitative perspective, the two datasets have a high correlation of 0.848
(p<0.01) which was obtained by correlation analysis over 31 province-level regions.
3.2 SP-C2: Spatial Correlation of BJ-ED against SINA-CD
Figure 4 depicts the geospatial distribution of the number of reported H1N1 cases
before October 18, 2009 and the number of comments of H1N1 news from
www.sina.com in Beijing, which shows that the two datasets have a similar geospatial
distribution too. From a qualitative perspective, the two datasets have a higher correlation of 0.902 (p<0.01).

Fig. 4. A comparison of the number of reported H1N1 cases before October 18, 2009 against
the number of comments that reply to H1N1 news from www.sina.com. A correlation of 0.902
(p<0.01) was obtained over 15 geographic divisions.
Table 1. A comparison for the two spatial correlation analyses
ID

Epidemic data

SP-C1
SP-C2

CH-ED
BJ-ED

Number of days covered
by epidemic data
59
155

Spatial correlation

0.848
0.902

3.3 A Comparison of SP-C1 against SP-C2
Table 1 shows the comparison for SP-C1 against SP-C2, the BJ-ED contains data of 155
days has a correlation of 0.902 (p<0.01) with SINA-CD over 15 districts, and the
CH-ED contains data of 59 days has a correlation of 0.848 (p<0.01) with SINA-CD
over 31 provinces.

4 Discussion
In this paper we attempt to show the correlation of comments of public health related
news with epidemic data in a spatial perspective, we used 2009 H1N1 outbreak in the
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mainland of China as case and perform a correlation analysis to qualitative the relationship. In this section we will first discuss the features and possible usage of comments, and then we will discuss the limitation and future work.
4.1 Features and Possible Usage of News Comments
As a kind of web data, news comments have features affect the way we use it for
public health surveillance. Take comments from H1N1 news in www.sina.com as
example, there are two main features
y
y

Topic related
Anonymity

Contrary to other web data like blogs, advertisement click records and so on, the most
notable feature of news comments is the topic related. Firstly the special reports were
arranged by editors. Those editors will ensure all news in a special report was surrounded to certain topic. Secondly the administrator will review the comments and
delete those unrelated posts. This feature means we do not need a keyword matching
for retrieving data. General speaking, keyword matching result may includes unrelated noisy record that will lead error in subsequent analysis. In order to attract more
comments, the www.sina.com allows user post comment without registration, which
means we cannot analyze the relationship among users by applying complex network
theory.
The correlation analysis result shows that the comments data have a similar geospatial distribution with epidemic data. This is the main finding in this paper. It is
worth to note and that the correlation value is higher when we applied the correlation
analysis to the epidemic dataset with larger data volume. In particular, the BJ-ED
contains data of 155 days has a correlation of 0.902 (p<0.01) with SINA-CD over 15
districts, and the CH-ED contains data of 59 days has a correlation of 0.848 (p<0.01)
with SINA-CD over 31 provinces. Because of the high geospatial correlation, we may
use the geospatial patterns extracted from comments data to estimate the epidemic
situation in certain area with survey data in other regions, which could reduce the
cost for epidemiological investigations, especially when the surveillance data are
incomplete and unreliable for target area.
4.2 Limitations and Future Work
Contrary to other web data the main limitation of news comments for public health
surveillance is the timeliness. In H1N1 outbreak in the mainland of China, the first
comment appears several days after the report case. Although the development of
smart phones and cloud computing will allow user post comment more easily and
increase the response speed indirectly, the comments are still disadvantage as data
source for early warning systems of public health.
Another limitation is the media interest and public interest for a certain infectious
disease. H1N1 is a brand-new disease affecting the globe which leads news site’s
special report and thousands of comments by web users. However for other diseases
the web users concerned not very much, there may be not enough comments in the
news site for research.
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There are two main directions for the future work. The first one is to confirm the
result that news comments have a high geospatial correlation against epidemic data
with more data, we plan to collect more comments data and build geospatial model
for prediction. Through comparing the output of model with epidemic data, we will
quantitative the prediction power of news comments. Another direction is to mine
more information in the comments, such as applying natural language processing
technology to analyze the content of comments. The semantic information contained
in comments such as the emotion or opinion about certain disease control measure
may help us archiving a more comprehensive understand of influenza outbreak.

5 Conclusion
The high spatial correlation against epidemic data shows the news comments data is a
potential data source for influenza surveillance. Besides the containing of geographic
information, another important feature of comments is topic related, which decrease
the difficulty for data retrieve. When epidemiological investigation is too costly or
unable to perform in certain area, we may collect comments data and then perform an
estimation based on the spatial patterns extracted from the comments as an alternative.
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